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INTRODUCTION

From a high point At the dawn of independence in the 1960s, the 
aspirations of the majority of-the African masses, 1u,.v.q been reduced 
to dying embers. The widespread ramifications of the crisis of the 
imperialist system, in the 1980s,-have found acute manifestations on. 
the African continent. The- decline in. the real earnings • o’f African ' 
countries from the export of their agricultural products and mineral 
raw materials, on one hand, and the rise in the co'st of their imported 
industrial inputs and manufactured goods on the othê -iaBlfeiBi has had a 
crippling effect on their development projects.. The ensuing poverty 
and social- problems have precipitated political instability .and reduced 
the capacities of governments to find long-term solutions to problems 
facing their nations. This sombre picture has caused many to wave their 
hands in the air in helpless resignation. In this mane -of , confusion the 
■vision of sympathisers and patriots alike, has been blurred in respect 
to the emerging trends,, in, and character of, African development. This 
situation poses grave danger to the continent, because it camouflages 
the evil machinations of imperialism, and allows it to exploit the people 
at Will, in order to counter the .rapacious plunder of-'imperialism,
African intellectuals and. patriots alike, must, take it upon themselves to 
at all times, lay bare the dynamics of the development process., /

in this paper, I' aim to'show that in the prevailing economic crisis, 
imperialism is spear-heading a nee phase in primitive "accumulation of 
capital. In particular my'focus is on the. transformation of pre-capitalist 
forms of agricultural production and the establishment of capitalist 
agrarian relations^' In. contrast to the primitive accumulation of .capital 
during the genesis of capitalism, I demonstrate that in the era -of' 
capitalist imperialism, African masses can place little hope on the process 
today., because of its inherent serious contradictions'and failure to;solve 
social problems. By the same token, the analysis is meant to confound the 
exponents of the view that capitalism is impossible at-the periphery, by 
demonstration how the same laws operative at the beginning of capitalism 
in Europe are with slight modifications operating in Africa today.. Zambia 
is taken as a' case, study for the analysis. Following' this1 introduction, 
is a.section on the paper's conceptual framework which is then superseded 
with the case study. The conclusion deals with the problem of interpre
tation of the trends, tneir essence and character.,', and future prospects.

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK ' ; \

It is surprising that, though the reality of a global imperialist 
system, is widely accepted today especially irt evidence of the generalized 
character of economic crises, some analysts choose to .continue looking at 
the development 'process ,iri the Third World, as though it bears no 
relationship to the same process in the advanced capitalist nations. The' 
truth of the matter, however, is Jrhj-it no understanding of.development in 
eith .-r of the two .blocs, can be heard, -if they .are. considered'-in mutual 
exclusion of. each other. National development processes can only be



fully understood within the context of trio world ennitalist syston. This 
conce 'tu -.1 fr-jaework reqiiirop «Ji t ’.re und-urst nd the genesis of'capit--ilisn is a 
node of production and its tr nsfo'm: tion into a world system. l\irthorciore^.t - 
requires that the.’special nature of each different ph se in its duveio orientfrullj 
grasped. Only then can wo' he able to 'establish the essence and character o. its
development. for th;i..; t sun. ::h ; ■ q't. -f -*.• • >..»• r.<. : of this study is broken
into three summary headings, i) Primitive accumulation of capital at the centre, 
ii) Primitive accumulation' of ’ capital at the periphery, and iii) The crisis of 
the world capitalist system and the new trends in African development.

i

In summarising the historical pre-conditions for the emergence of the 
capitalist mode of. production, Marx wrote that: s

The so-called primitive accumulation, therefore, is nothing else' than 
the historical process of divorcing the .producer from the means.of . 
production. It appears as primitive, becaai.se it forms the pre-hi3toric 
stave of capital and of the mode of production corresponding tfith it.

Marx dates the advent of capitalist production proper to the 16th century. 
Primitive accumulation of- capital antecedented capitalist oroduction, vmd continued 
to sour the process long after the mode of production--had established itself. 
Contrary to the- assertions .of capitalism's-apologists, it was neither thriftneas 
nor prodigious hard work th it uJ.shered in m o d e m  industry, rather ".^.capital- cones 
dripping from head to foot, from everjv pore, with bloo,d and dirty."' The way for 
capitalist production in Europe was cleared by the forcible destruction of.the 
material basis of feudal society. . We are told that:

The spoliation of the church's property, the fraudulent alienation of the 
state domains, the robbery of the common lands, the tisurpation of feudal 
and clan property, and its transformation into modern' private property 
under circumstances of reckless/terrorism, were .just so many idyllic 
methods of prinitive accumulation. ' .'

. The expropriation of the agricultural population from the land 'achieved 
a cardinal objective of utmort • importance to the capitalist production process; 
it created a class of wage-s'uivea-, who, freed from ownership of nenns of prdductior 
could only survive by selling their" labour-power to the capitalist owners of the 
means of production.- Thence, appeared a class of wage slaves, who -once -harnessed 
to the mean's, of production in the hands of capitalist proprietors ensured the, 
capitalist process of capital accumulation. -Thus, from the 'very'beginnings 
capitalist production was characterized by the Progressive concentration of society 
means of production in the hands of a few members of society - the capitalist close 
and the'transformation of the labour, power of the majority members of society, the 
proletariat,■into a commodity for sale- on the capitalist labour market. The whole 
process was characterized by mass pauperization of great sections ojp society.

The forcible divorcing of the great mass of the peonle. from their individu« 
means of production, scattered over wide territories of land, /and the trnnsfornatic 
and concentration of their former plots of ..land ;into private property of a-few,a 
formed the historic basis of.the gome market, . . • '

But primitive accumulation of c.a dial was no 
of - agricultural populations in the ’.'.other countries.' 
capitalist societies was yet another method used for 
capitals necessary for setting up c". ut-uist product

t  c o n fin e d ' to  l i e  ex h ro p ria fio r  
P i l la g e  and' ulunder o f  mon

th s  so n u is it '.p n  o f the i n i t i a l  
io n . M arx's v iv id  d e l e t i o n



of this process still remains the classic summary of the crude methods employed 
by the nascent capitalist class to accumulate thei'r initial sums of money: '

The discovery of goId and silver in America,' the extirpation and entombment 
in mines of the abori.jinal- population, the be?pLnning of the conquest -and 
looting of the - ISns't Indies, , the turning of Africa into a warren for the 
commercial hunting of black-skins, sign-dined 'the rosy d.-am of the.era of 
capitalist production. -

. • - - - J
Proceeds -from foreign plunder and high seas robbery founded the basis for 

the flourishing of. m̂ aiy. a-Europenn commercial towns. For errlmple, "Liverpool, 
employed in the si ;ve trade,,-in 17/50, 15 shins; in 17 51, r>3.; in 1760, 74'; in 
1770, 96; and in-1792, 132." Nor was.-Engl tnd alone in this plunder; the Butch 
at the sametime were busy waging-in human trade. ’’Banjuwnngi, a .province of Java, 
in. 1750 numbered over 80 tXXV inlvibitnivfco, 'l-i 1811 only 18,000.”^ The others had ■ 
been exchanged for the commercial prosperity of Holland. World' famous financial 
houses such as Barclays Hank International, 'hid Iloyds of London,. are among the y' 
many corporations of today that owe their origins to bloody money. Foreign 
plunder, therefore, was a very important source of money that flowed back to the 
mother countries &3 capital,. - ""

Without defeating the .feudal classes and usurping political power, the 
capitalists would have found it very difficult to establish their sway. Control 
of state-power enabled the capitalist classes to pass legislation in favour of 
capital accumulation. Boon statesmen, becane the leading spokespersons of . ;
colonial policies that resulted in. colonization and unrestrained pltmder of 
colonial lands by capitalist monopolies. Capitalism as a mode of production was 
b o m  with a state fitted to serve its own interests.

Once capitalism had established itself and the process of. capital accumulation 
had got underway, its productive forces expanded to a point where it no longer 
became possible to contain further growth within national boundaries. Further, 
development became conditional upon the incorporation of other $ends in order to 
ensure profitable capital investments, secure sources of raw materials, and find 
new markets. Capitalism expanded into a world wide....system that we have come to. 
know as imperialism today. Lenin’s theory of imperialism has laid bare the 
economic forces behind this expansion-and elucidated its essential features and 
character. -

Economically, the main thing in -this "process is the displacement'of Capitalist 
free competition by capitalist monopoly. Free competition is the' basic 
feature of capitalism, and of commodity production generally; monopoly is the 

v exact opposite of free competition, but wo have seen the latter being
transformed into monopoly before our eyes, .creating large-scale by still- 
large-r-scale industry, and carrying , concentration of production and c.n >ital 
to the point where out of it has grown and is growing monopoly: .Cartels, 
syndicates and trusts, and emerging with them, capital of a dozen or so 
banks, which manipulate thousands'of millions.-.

Imperialism; then, is'the integration- of'the non-capitalist lands into the 
• capitalist international division of labour and world m.q-rket.. .bid great success 
is ensured most where there.is complete subjugation of the non-capitalist lands 
and their,peoples: . ■ .. .. . . . ■

'• Colonial possession alone -/jives the monopolies co 
"all contingencies in the struggle ;ainst cp yeti 
of the adversary' wanting to - bo'm/rotected by a 1 w

■ monopoly.^ '

plage--pur citee again it 
ors, including the case 
establishing a state



Of course, imperialism as we know today. in ably to curvy on ex'iloi-tation 
without the assist nee of fom.il colonie'3. nut- rather th.-uv view thin us rene.'ing
the above definition of i pgrialism, it shoyud be seen • as a new whas-e in capi-tul'ist 
development - which hen altered the condi tions under which it is able to . exploit 

but h-s retained its essential character.

’’■Studies, of peripheral onpitails • continue to be the center of great controversy. 
Much of the deb; :e rests oh the nature of on it.nl nocunul r:iou ,nt~ tile periphery, -tfhe 
major question th- t is' often asked is whether’ or not capitalism in able to sugar- - 
head "national development. . not ,;o£ng to enter into the^debate here, suffice
it to mention' that the proper .approach is to view the periwhery of world'capitalism 
as part cf the capitalist world system. Viewed in this light canit list accui.nilg.tion 
at the periphery can be- properly studied rithi.l th » r. o ” in'"'. j >.p.» i and
• limitations’ imposed by the engine-of .growth which is largely located in the advanced 
.capitalist nations. ■ /  ' ■

ii. Primitive Accumulation of dawital it .the periphery

Primitive accumulation of- capital in periphery social formations bears significant 
resemblance to the process that preceded the development of cani-talism in Europe.
This point has been well understood by most writers. lyayi, for instance, in looking 
at the Nigerian case has observed that "while PAC -(Primitive Accumulation of Capital) 
represents the primary method of capitalist accumulation, fully developed capitalism 
does not eliminate the method - it merely develops others in addition -fco it."9

Historically, Africa has played various roles in the process of European capitails 
accumulation, at. different stages. In the most general terras, three distinctive phases 
can,be delineated. Firstly, the iieroantile era, which _'i b.-oi-.;ht / S - 4 . c r :!wto 
contact with Europe. This period dates between the 17-th and 19th centuries and-was 
characterized by mercantile trade based on unequal exchange of products from different 
modes of production-. Africa supplied exotic luxuries in exchange for European nanu-, 
factured goods. This”trade reached its’ zenith during the era of human trade which 
greatly depopulated the African continent. The second phase dawned., with the close ' 
of the 19th century when European imperial powers which had met in Berlin in 1884, 
partitioned the continent into their respective sijjeres of influence. This was the 
advent of imperialism proper, and saw widespread colonization accompanied by the 
export of capital for extraction of minerals and establishment of agricultural 
plantations. The whole of the colonial period, which for the majority of African 
countries was characterized by this integration 'into the 'capitalist international
division of labour lasted un to the 1960s when most’ of these countries attained
political independence. 'The third phase, was ushered in by"the post-second world
war era and became more pronounced in the post-colonial e The characteristic
feature of this phase was the exnort of capital by Transnational OurworationsCTIIOO)
and the setting up of a number of secondary industries. In the post independence
era, a number of secondary 'industries were established by \ m y  of import substitution
through joint ventures with TNC8 of nationalised state sectors.

. But„the main distinguishing feature of peripheral.capital!an,is that the 
pre-conditions for its emergence were transplanted from outside-.and grafted on 
existing pre-capitalist modes.of production. Pro-capitalist forms of -voduction- were 
only deformed and partially adapted to the mo w  conditions. ’ This 'Was precisely the. 
result of the uneven nature of capitalist penetration ana its specific imperialist, 
'goals. Because of this alien nature of peripheral capitalism, the’capitalists relied- 
greatly on extra-economic measures in, order to prepare the' conditions for.capitalist - 
production: , - “ . v

• .  ■ .  • . . . . . . . . . h '



The 'inducements' included the exwropriation of large sections of the 
agricultural population through the'theft and seizure of their 'lands, the ' 
rise of forced labour, the introduction of crushing taxes, conscription of 
Africans into the colonial armies for subsequent use as unpaid labour, the 
'convenient' conscription of the rural population for the construction of 
public works,^ the use of brutal lejjislation, the redistibuti'on of land and the 
deliberate, underdevelopment of the ■ rurai-areas, in order to force their popu
lations to the urban, areas for..'factor:/ work.10 1

. Thus*' in colonial territories,- the laying doim of the materialpre-requisites - !
for capitalist production had a more coercive bent to it. - :

The. uneven nature of capitalist penetration in most Afric;m countries has 
resulted in the emergence of distorted socio-econo ic structures. A convenient- 
way of studying these socio-economic structures, is to break them up'into consti- 
tuent economic sectors. -following this method, four rmin economic sectors are to 
be. indentified, viz, the various forms of pre-capitalist Production, the national 
private capitalist sector, the foreign capitalist sector and the public sector.
All these are tied together in an intricate complex web of interrelations ruled by 
capitalist exchange-relations. It is important to bear in mind that this is, expressed- 

-- as the unique, form of peripheral capitalism in the era of capitalist imperialism.
The foreign sector therefore, -continues to dominate economic activityland influence 
profoundly, the trajectory of development..'

Yet another unique feature of peripheral capitalism ±3 the .persistence of’ pre 
capitlaist forms, especially in agriculture. . Pre-capitalist agrarian, forms have 
demonstrated a remarkable-capacity for survival and resilience. And yet, progress 
of capitalism is always, premised ,ori its ability to become exclusive. This point, 
has been well noted by Samir Amin,who, writes that:

. - The capitalist mode of production tends to becone exclusive, that is, to
l 'destroy ether modes-of production. This feature, which is distinctive of the 

capitalist mode of production alone, operates where the latter is based on the 
creation and expansion of an internal market formed through the break-up of 
previously existing modes of Production.-*-1

But it is precisely Amin's last point above, that is proving the stumbling- 
block in the development of' -capitalism; . firstly, as already noted, pre-capitalist, 
modes of production have demonstrated a tremendous resilience and capacity for 
survival of their own. Secondly, the imperialist character of peripheral capitalism 
has had a negative effect on the formation of the home market. There are many reasons 
that account for this; the extravert nature of the establishment of commodity 
production has shaped the growth of African economies in line with external demand by ' 
advanced capitalist nations.for cheap agricultural and mineral, raw materials. Unlike 
in Europe, where urbanization was synonmous with growth in unduntrial employment, the 
process in African countries is often characterized by growing unemployment and- mass 
pauperization, thereby depriving capitalism of the basis for an internal market.
The import of manufactured goods ha3 further compounded the problem, Great income 
inequalities have tended to' encourage the creation of -m internal market based on 
production of. luxury products for. the consumption of ‘ the' nouveaux riches. 'The 
resulting disproportion between industry and agriculture has out''a formidable »
obstacle in the development of .capitalism. In the. final analysis, the nroblem is 
not one of ubiquitous spread of. bourgeois - money oonnodity relations -parse. it is ' 
one of progress of', production and growth in the social division of la.bpur.

/ 6



Another rel$ important feature die'tintfuishing the nroceas of capital 
accu .ulation at the periphery from the sane process at the centre, in the'nature
of class formation and class structure. In advanced ca.wit -li, nations, the
hour eoisio and the Proletariat confront one another as members of the same 
social formation. The peculiar feature of peripheral social, formations, is the 
absence of fully developed bourgeois classes and the preponderance of the 
peasantry. The profit motive of imperialist fortune seekers prevented the 
emergence of indegenous social classes that would compete for tine economic wealth. 
Imperialism was more interested in the formation- of an indigenous wage labouring 
class than a native bourgeoisie th t would act as a rival.. A3 a result of this,, 
active measures were undertaken by the coloni.il state on behalf of imperialism to 
ensure th-t Africans presented no threat to the economic 'hegemony of foreign 
capitlsist enterprises. In limbi a for instance,’ these measures took the form of 
discouraging the emergence - p i a prosperous indigenous capitalist class in agriculture. 
As a result, at the time of independence, African countries were characterized b y  a ■ 
dominant foreign bourgeoisie domiciled in the metropolitan centres, a weak and minute 
■African proletariat located in agricultiiral pl.-intations and mining centres, and a 
preponderant peasantry. . . . "

There was another import :nt 3trat$un- of society, the elite drawn from the upper 
layers of pre-capitalist social formations and educated in mission schools, this

li

of teachers, government,junior clerks, nurses, etc. it is to this stratum'that 
political power was transferred at independence.

. .Political independence opened up prospects for the growth of an indigenous 
capitalist class. 3ut as lyayi has observed:

The. logic of PAG in the neo-colonial period (that is the period dating from' . 
about I960 until the present) is that the transfer of politi o >1 power to the 
spokes-people for 'the colonised takes place without a corresponding transfer 
of the economic means necessary to actualize th;.vt^political pow<ir. *

In order to overcome the above weakness and engender conditions favourable to 
indigenous capital accumulation for economic development. The elite created large 
public sectors under state control. Nationalization was the most common method 
used. The state then took upon itself the role of capital accumulation. Thus came 
into .being giant state corporations and para3tat.1l companies th • we 'w. ’wv-.

Through various mechanisms, the state has become the main site for individual 
enrichment. An influential position ifjthe 3tate apparatus has been the passport- 
which has been used by many tu. , ; .in to b lour.r>, lieej.g. and manager! <al
know-how, for profitable investment in the "private sector. A well'remunerated 
managerial elite which controls the public sector has emerged, a good number of 
whose members have acquired their own business interests in the private sector. 
This has resulted in the numerical rise in the strata of propertied .Africans and 
the corresponding quality of local capital.-o.f

tyUj&MXl-hJ

It is difficult to call the newly .emerged'propertied strata in most of Africa, 
a bourgeoisie. Historically, the bourgeoisie is the class that spearheaded.economic 
development in-the now-developed capitalist nations, but in the African context, ' 
the "indigenous bourgeoisie" is a subservient stratum to foreign capital. It is 
often located in ancillary sectors to foreign capital such as commerce ,md transport? 
Foreign capital has ret lined its dominant position insnite of nationalization.. It 
continues -to exercise hegemony through various mechanisms of control, such as 
industrial and agricultural technology, management ̂ Contracts, licensing agreements., 
marketing and transfer pricing. This has meant that the princi pal contr.ulictiou 
between the African, masses and iunerialien has persisted in the wost-indesendonce.

■/V
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Food dependency hrs now corao to characterise the economies of a number of African
countries, 
false banner of aid.

■ ire -itical string's which are concealed, under the

External debt presents ;innthc • major obstacle in -Africa's efforts to .attfin 
economic development. One commentator has. observed that; ' "Notwithstanding the 
smaller magnitude of African external debt as a -whole the debt of almost every 
African country is astrdhonical in relation to its exoort earnings."18 .Debt 
repayments.and servicing continues to consume an ever increasing share of export 
earnings. This disrupts the implementation of long-term development plans as funds 
get diverted away from the project-: they were earmarked for, in order to maintain 
credit worthiness. For the majority, they have had to resort to debt rescheduling 
as a way of surviving.

But the greater danger of external debt to African economies cones from
conditionalities insisted on by Africa’s-leading credit sup)liers, the International
Monetary J'und(lME') and its sister agency, the World Bank. The two institutions 
insist on a package of austere measures for the aid seekers, which almost always 
results in drastic .reduction on- expenditure on basic public services and food subsidies 
Political and social upheavals have almost always followed, in those countries which 
have tried to ful_y implement these measures. In the last tw6s. years, Sudan and 3anbia 
have had their share of "IITF riots", with drastic consequenoies for the regime in the 
former. Jackson has given a succinb summary of the cumulative effects of the problem 
on African nations-: .

f . ,  ,

THe debt problem is not only slowing economic growth and increasing.--poverty; it is 
fomenting political upheaval by forcing these nations to neglect11 social -and econon 
development in order to make debt payments.

It is in the context'of this crisis of the capitalist international system that we 
are witnessing a shift in development policy posture -that is accelerating the rate of 
unbridled primitive accumulation of capital in Africa. Thgre are new trends" in 
African development that signalises the dawn of a new era. .

At the helm of the currant ch;mges in the direction of economic development in, 
Africa, are the two sister financial international institutions already cited, the 
IMF and 'World Bank. At nother plane, capitalist governments headed by the United otatea] 
are forcefully championing the cause of free-enterpri3e . The beginning of the present I 
decade can roughly be said to represent the departure, point or? the new wave of policies
that are being sold out to Africa. .At the political level it was symbolized by the
triumph of right-wing capitalist conservative forces as seen in the electoral.victories 
of Ronald Reagan in the United States and Margaret Thatcher in Britain. The two have 
had a far reaching influence in the-ordering of international economic affairs. They 
have not hesitated to use political means to Lirect the course of world affairs 
according to their world view.

Probably, the new shift in international development policy championed by 
capitalist forces was first clearly spelt out in a seminal report by the World 3- nk, 
which came out in 1981.20 This Report, compiled at the initiative of the African •
-Governors of the World Bank, with 
that:

'ect to -Africa' ecohbj iic -.levoloomen? stated

'Three major policy actions are central to. any growth - oriented-program: ' (l)'
m o r e ■suitable trade and exchange r te policies;'(2) increased efficiency 0f -
resource rise-in the pu’olrc sector; and (p) imro-'-enont in agricultural policies.f

In actual practice, these .policy actions are translated
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..;Correc*i< • • 'e-’V.-* • ’ -vuunge ;
improved price incentives for exports 
uniform protection.for-industry; and

■ates that h;ive ■ emerged in moot countries; 
and for agriculture; loner and more 
•educed use of direct controls.

In the vears'foi owing.the publication of this Heport, capitalist governments 
have evolved k clearer translation of wh t the new shift 'consists oi. -nere a no 
doubt remaining that behind all the high ,5ounding phraseology used. bg e c o n o m y ,  
it is the capitalist path of development which is heing^recoraneuded. Lfis come
to form the cardinal condition for extending aid to n i n e  an countries 
position was clearly 
pointed out that:

spelt out by one senior state department o±. iexal
The American 
rhen he

, The four major "pillars" of our 
.strengthening of the indigenous 
technology-transfer.-?

assist,-"dice strategy are: policy reiorm,
orivate sector, institution buiadiilg, and

A number of African countries are 
and Washington -as having made good prog 
Kenya and Senegal.

already being- hfiiled in Western capitals 
■ess 'along this road. Among them are Zambia,'

But the truth of the matter, is th it, in all this, its the international . 
Capitalist forces that are reaping the most-benefits. For the illustrations of 
haw this is happening, the 'Iambian case study to which I now turn is most revealing.

ZAMBIA:. A case, -study

Zambia falls into the category of countries that Samir .•unin has o.-illed the 
African of . the.labour reserves. This"categ6rication denotes the special nature of 
-the regions integration into' the capitalist world system. This was a region which 
was opened up for its vast mineral potential. For. this reason "■.... capital at the 
centre needed to have-a large proletariat, immediately a v a i l a b l e " - -

Zambia's contribution to capital accumulation at the centre started with the
commencement of large-scale copper-mining in the 1920s and early 1930s. Gient- TMOid, - 
Anglo-American Cor?ora'tion(AA<2) and American Metal O^uaxCdliiO .be rween them, directed 
and controlled the development of the • country's miningfwroe, taxation, -land' alienation 
and forced labour were introduced by the colonial state. The result of these measures 
is seen in' the high percentage of the population living in urban areas ;oday, estimated 
around 40%. Since the first incorporation into the capitalist world system, Zambia - 
has developed as. a mono commodity enclave economy baaed on the- export of copper. Other 
sectors of the economy., such as manufacturing, transport and power have developed 
only in response to the heeds of this dominant sector. Agriculture has been the least 
developed sector in terms of capital expenditure., Government. serviced agriculture- is 
concentrated along the line of rail, where commercial farmers, taking advantage of 
the infrastructure and fertile' soils, have managed to.produce for the market which the" 
mining industry has created for them.

The whole of pbhe-colonial period was characterised by thepp-intev ip Z-d 'T-.ovr - " 
profits fron' the r.iidng- :i s y b . s . t o  the shareholders in Europe ’and America. The mines 
had no re-investment policy, and the little revenue that accrued to the state was not. 

f used for investment in -nc-v viistYoiivo ; -i -. ’ .
■ - * 

f-lj-:.', T: . in :'V. ■ ' '■ i .- ' ii..e created an opportunity for .
'halting this flow of the' country* s economic surplus to pile metropolitan centres. -In 
an attempt to argument the government's base for development finance, the state 
nationalized tfie major means of production. In the major economic reforms announced 
: bet ween 1968 and 1969, the state took over a number of manufacturing industries and 
bought out 51% of the shares in each of the two major- mining conglomerates that
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...Correct 3 
improve 
uniform pro

• c m .: ;,;e ates th.it have emerged in most countries; 
d price incentives for exoorts and tor ̂ agriculture; lo.rer and pp*e 
protection for industry; and reduced use of direct controls.

In the vears'fol owing,the imbrication of this Report, capitaxist^pvernments 
have evolved k clearer translation of yh t the new shift'consists ox.-• inere s no 
doubt remaining that behind ail the high sounding phraseo-Logy used, by economists, 
it is the capitalist path of development which is being recomnended. has come
to form the cardinal condition for extending aid to African countries., m e  American 
position was clearly spelt out by one senior state department official vnan he 
pointed out that: y , .

The four major "pillars" of our assistance strategy are:_ policy reform, 
.strengthening of the-indigenous private sector, institution building, - -.an 
technology transfer.

' A number of African countries are already being- h;dled in dsstem capitals 
and Washington-as having na.de good progress along this Mud .  Among •diem are o-Jti.ia,
Kenya and oenegal. '. ' , „ •. '

But the truth o f 'the matter, is th it, in all this, its the international . 
Capitalist forces that are reaping the most -benefits. For the illustrations of
how this is happening, the Zambian case study to which I now turn is most revealing." ' • • . • ’
ZAMBIA: . A case study • j

Zambia falls into the category b f  countries that Samir .-uiin has o-ulled the 
African o f .the.labour reserves. This^cutegoriaation denotes the special•nature of 
-the .regions integration into' the capitalist world system. This was a region which'- -
was opened up for its vast mineral potential. ■fi’or.'tMs reason " 
centre needed to have^a large proletariat, immediately available'1 2t cabital at the

Zambia's contribution to- capital ucciiraulation at the centre started with the 
commencement of large-scale copper-mining in she 1920s and-early 1950s. Giant- SWC3, 
Anglo-American Cor?oration(AAdJ and American Metal C^mx(AMAZ) be ;ween them, directed
and controlled the development of the-country'3 raining

&
roe, taxation, land alienation

end forced labour were introduced by the colonial state. The result of these measures 
is seen in' the.high percentage of the population living in urban areas be day; estimated 
around 4 0 $ , Since the first incorporation into the capitalist world system, Zmibia . 
has developed as a mono - commodity enclave economy based on the export of copper. Other 
' sectors of the economy., suoh as manufacturing, transport and. power have developed- 
only in response to the heeds of this dominant sector. Agriculture has been the least 
developed sector in terms of capital expenditure., Government serviced agriculture is 
concentrated along, the line of rail, where commercial farmers, taking advantage of 
the infrastructure and fertile soils, have managed to.produce for the market which the" 
.mining industry has created for them.

The whole of the colonial period was characterised by the'umiutea-up V-d "lev;
I-rcfihs from’ Trie miring- 3 nGns 'yy to the shareholders in Murope land America. The mines 

. had no re-investment policy, and the little revenue that accrued to the state' was not 
f used for investment in -rev p-roib eiive . ", -

■ (-=•! ii-ffc} i-o. :n V ' T '.. ft- •; • ti. .u sweated an opportunity for. .
.halting this flow of the1country's economic surplus to she metropolitan centres. -In 
an attempt to argument the government's base for development finance, the state 
nationalized tKe major means of production. In the major economic reforms announced 
between 1968 and' 1969, the state took over a number of manufacturing industries and 
bought out 5 1 $ of the shares in each of the two major mining conglomerates- that

/1 0
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controlled, the industry. Tor .the first tine, the state in Zambia had/it its ; 
disposal considerable amounts that could he laid nut for development purposes.
The state therefore, 'bee.me mhe'principal force for internal capital.accumulation.' 
Through the creation of state corporations un<v paraatati.il oo< ipanies, the .public '. 
sector expanded its role-in economic, life. _The process had its -own .contradictions,] 
and I do not intend here to enter into a disquisition of the performance of the- 
public sector, Suffice to mention, that the public.sector has evolved as a 
dependent '.sector on export' revenue from copper, and. continues to lose vast amounts 
of potential surplus' .to. forei.jn sources through the- various nech?misns already- 
alluded to above.

Improvements were .re-mistered, in society. Incomes for the urban groups rose 
and.a'number of social services, were made available by the state at highly 
subsidized rates. But the spread of the benefits was highly skewed, with a bias 
towards the urfc-n centres. This-was a reflection of the relative strength of the' 
various social-groups that, had participated in the nationalist struggle. The 
better organ!zed-urban unionised- workers were able to successfully press for' • j 
increased wages and improved <working conditons following independence. The group - 
of African petty-bourgeoisie, through various organisations in.which they.had 
influence, including the party "were also able to influence the legislation of' ... 
policy favourable to the growth of their class. Among the economic reforms of 1968, 
were specific classes granting monopoly rights in retail and wholesale trade to' 
indigenous Zambians. The less organised sections-, of- society ,carae out the only' ones 
with little to show for independence. In this regard the urban poor and, peasants 
suffered most. Lacking channels for .articulating their interest, ‘ they came to 
rely more and more;on the benevolence of the state. This has been reflected_in 
the persistence of 'rural backwardness _ and the low standards of living for the 
rural masses. The. overall impact has'been the neglect o f .agricultural development.

The government,. in its. partenaliotic.attitude'towards.the rural masses, tried 
various experimental, strategies aimed at stimulating cash crap production among.
-the rural producers. Almost in ail cases, these strategies floundered.-' Whatever 
benefits that were created > accrued to the 'few. .stronger members' of rural society. 
Thus7,-"the attempts to create an indigenous class of agricultural, capitalists among 
the'peasants have met with-very‘-.lit tie success. Commercial: farmers, historically 
made up of. immigrant settlers-, and now: joined by.a number of indigenous Gambians ' 
whose source of initial- capital'is from'outside the agricultural sector, 'continue 
to be- the only strong- rural force. ’ Organised through the commercial farmers, 
bureau, -and represented at various levels of ■ policy making, they see to it th. .t 
their interest are' well’ .accomodated. o y the state.-

A weak agricultural- sector j as long as the country’3. export ̂ sector -continued •
.to>.be .buoyant, presented-little worry to the state. Short fails in food output - 
could always be met by-.imports,, and raw materials for industry could still be 

' imported.-' And this was the situation of Zambia, in the immediate post_independence 
era.. Copper fetched .'high'prices on the world market -md the country is said^ to - 

' enjoyed one of the highest'standards of living in independent Africa.- ' ,

. But Zambia's serenity was jolted when the price of , copper .-fell, on the wor_ud . 
market in 1973-74. .This coincided with the first major oil-sheck, which saw the
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price of the country's unjoir-i:sport rise. The o'conoiay- honefdi-'od. -• ->hortage 
.of foreign exchange renul 3uppIy«ibottlijn»j(}k!.j. • The country soon -’do,-;- n  to
experience balance of noynentn problem*. '?hb short-falls wore met by-foreign 
borrowings. The fragile nature of ‘ theloountry'ii economy tr»ui soon .reco iled for
the first time the dangers of -neglecting the 
sharply.

agricultural sector. stood out

- By 1979# ! Zambia which had exported a little surplus’-of noise,., most of it 
to Zaire began to experience short falls for "internal -con on onion. Since than,
the. country h s been supulenontiug .local production with- i ported ii-iiso. P. ,rt-\ 
of the blame has -been' attributed to- drought-whioh have-boor: ’■;roburrlhy feature 
of Souther Africa in recent yenra* But- noat. observers, iuc^utiing -the .rovsrnuent,
have, now aumitted th :t policy weaknesses bear a ln-ge share of ;ho problem.

■ .* - • _ . ..

The last decade has seen a,drastic decline in. the p .-rfor; i-picu .of the economy.
And most of this' decline h.n3 resulted from the divindling fortunes of the country's 

main economic ba3e, .copper industry. - In a statement issued by 'the niaioter' of 
finance not so long ago, it was roported that: . .

(Export tonnage dropped.from about 713000 tons in 1976 to about 539000 tons 
in 1986# Prices fell from U^)«93/lb in 1975 to about tfd/o.60 in I ;f!6, '.rith flic 
drop- in both tonnage and .prices, revenue from oopngf exports -fell from about 
U3^1.5bn .in 1976 tb . about Ud^7ip. nillion in 1986 .2-J)

The decline - of the, copper nlning industry is further compounds 1 by its bloiy;. 
future. ?ro feet ion / are’ thaif-the JLncluotry is close to due end 'of i  ts life-s ia:i. 
Estimates are. that "between If). and. 30 years! A'number of nines' -iry alre..dy 
threatened with closure*- and ore busy retrenching• .labour to cut costa, of production. 
The decline, in that sector’s fcontributio'h’ to the"state, budget,. his .tlho'resulted 
in a perrenial state deficit^ .-In the sVlin 'statement quoted! above, -the Miniate;-' •. 
stated; "In'1985 a n 1. 1986, gpyernndiit spent about Kb billion a year in excess of
what it e a r n e d . ,

i This state of affairs has triggered off a search for dovelo dug o tiler sectors - 
of the economy in order to reduce dependence on 'copviar, In this .march, . triculture 
has been given high priority*;.,,-;yjriculture needs to be developed in order ,-to provide, 
cheap food for Gambian’s gvrolling Urban population, rathmaterials for-its'industries,, 
and export surplus for the. purpose of earning; foreign exchange’. .beo-auae of these 
reasons, there-is a widely felt sena^ of urgency about the ived • to develchj. the 
agricultural sector,

The shift from :a copper based-economy to one b -sod on agriculture has '-'.>en 
accompanied by the introduction of some f ir -reaching policies, -..it the helm .of .these- 
'new policies, pro Zambia's m 3  or- ifiiemational financiers, the I f  and -'th •*o-rld honk. 
Spelt out in brief, the policies are towards greater'liberalisation of the economy 
and less, reliance on state controls'and the role of the public sector. In agriculture 
this has menftt introducing higher- producer prices in order to stimulate productivity. .. 
International technical assistance ^ns also con« to^ocutj^o^ <g^i.ffic\ilt^re.
Zambia's rural provinces are divided among tn^Tritej^^SJ«l - Itjogr/tme
(iRDP) approach, are busy trying tp focus on ways of .increasing the yield of--peasant 
farmers .des'tinied for the martlet. ~ %  -

But the transformation 'of,. rural producers.into capitalist farmers is proceeding _ 
at a snails •vvice. They ■ cannot be -relied'upon to fill the gap that the. declining 'mining 
sector once .occurred. ,

• / •12
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Whilst not abandoning the policy aimed at creating capitalist farmers from small 
' producers, today-there1s a noticeable trend towards placing greater faith in large- 
scale catutal in agriculture. - -

In a way, the desire to effect rapid transformation in agriculture, is not a 
new one. -From the time of independence, when socialism was believed in, the state

meant to bring about rapid transformation in agriculture* The first of 
thesp strategies, was the cooperative movement. When it failed, various forms of 
state-run settlement schemes were tried, only.to be superseded by Rural Recon
struction Centres and National Service Production Camps involving less educated . 
youths and school-leaver3. All these performed below expectations and most of them 
had to be abandoned. , - ■

As late as 1930, the president of Zambia, still believed that large-scale 
capital in Zambian agriculture could be introduced through the- public sector. He 
announced the launching of the Operation Rood Production(OFP). OFP involved the 
sitting of 18 large-scale state farms, two in each province, to be developed With 
the assistance of foreign Capital. Sites were located, and feasibility studies 
carried out. But the programme failed to attract foreign participation, as a 
result it failed to take-off. Early this year,-the minister of Agriculture and 
Water Development finally admitted that the scheme had failed, and the government 
was looking for foreign investors to take them over.27

The new trend seems to be encouraging large-scale foreign investors in 
agriculture, either through joint ventures with the state, or on their own. This 

has presented new problems in the social formation. Pour recent cases of large- 
scale capital investment in agriculture will suffice to highlight the nature of 
these problems. They all owe their origins in the 1930s. These are cases which 
have received-wide public! tj| through the. ideal press and stirred great controversy.

In February 1985, then© was a stir in Parliament when it was reported that the" 
government had given over 20,500 hectares of land in Chief Chiyawas area in Lusaka 
rural to a foreign company,^ew A.G. Zambia limited” owned by a Briton and Kenyan. 
Members of Parliament criti^ed the dub^ius conditions under which the company was 
awarded this land. They called for a reversal of the decision. But the government 
was adafo«(nt. Matters came to a head, when Parliamentarians voted over the issue, 
and the government lost by 42 votes to ;5. But inspite of the voice of the '

Parliamentary majority, the government refused1 to rescind its decision. The 
Resident intervened, saying that; "I want investment in Zambia, so the Chiyawa. issue 
is going ahead."23 However, due to public outcry the government was forced to 
reposses the land, but shortly thereafter it is reported that, one of the partners 
reapplied following normal procedure” and was grtinted the same tract of land. A press 
report stated that; "An American businessman is to spend ^27 million on the development 
of the controversial 20,5000 hectare, farm in Chief Chiawa in Lusaka rural."29 ■ Thats 
how the matter closed.

The second case I call the Mwerabe&hi land row. This involved government reposse
ssion of about 42 small holder farms. The land was being allocated to the state 
corporation INDECO (industrial,.Development Corporation) to be jointly developed with 
a Belgian TNC, Montery Hmys. They- earmarked the land for a . joint barley growing ■* 
venture. Again the issue stirred so much controversy in the nation. The farmers

........>/l4



threatened with eviction even a j po;.Led no “Ini President. The member 'of Parliament 
(KP) for the :rea -presented the issue in parliament, but nothing lino cone out -of i 
The' .toveminent is determined Ac) ;:o ahead.. Over l‘JfO()0 hectares of land is involve’!

- The third-case is th_t of the iJxfembe Valley'Development Ooruortution. Teds 
is yet another -joint venture involving tile lint Corporation of Gambia (LIHOTO). a 
state parastatal, and.Lumnus, Tin' international, agricultural services cornoration 
and manufacturer of cotton-ginneries based in the UoA/an the majority shareholder, 
holding 70-per.cent - of the shares. 'There are other snail .shareholders such as 
Hoechst. -This company was’formed in 1995. - it acquired 2,100 hectares of land in 
Chief Sinazongwe -for the purposes of cotton growing., Already it has cleared over 
2.000 hectares. The land under its ownership, was formerly occupied by. nine villages 
which hove be»en issued with eviction.orders, again 'this -has stirred a great' 
controversy, with the local people protesting that n,otters are being 'decided, over 
their heads to the advantage of foreign investors. The.government ha s ’again- failed 
to come to' the .rescue of the local communities. . ■

The last case comes from 'iestem .Province where 300-peasants are reported'to 
have lost.their-rights to another joint venture between -the state and foreign 
investors. This one involves the Gambia Cashew Nut Company whose major shareholders 
are the state conglomerate dlhCU- (Zambia Industrial and Mining.Corporation' and a 
British firm landell Mills Associates- of Bath, England. The .amount of'land involved 
is about 2km '.vide and Okm- long. 30 peasant farms have been affected, and a row is 
raging oyer the matter.

' 'The -e are not the only cases involved, nor is it-just instances of foreign 
capital. There, is a narked rush^of: the urban no^veaus riches, to..the- rural areas 
to grab large tracts of land for commercial investments. There are also long 
established large-scale capital projects, in agriculture which .ana' o-'b national 
importance. The Nakambala .‘Sugar Estate in ,2outhem- Province, involving the British 
TNG T-ffte-lyle, the Mpongwe Wheat. Scheiio on the- Copperbolt involving the European 
Economic Commission(SBc) , the Kasama Coffee Project involving the World Bank,- are' 
‘just -some of the major ones.

' Behind-these projects .there-is a strong belief .that the process of capital 
accumulation in agriculture’will be speeded up. That these ventures would generate 
foreign exchange through export revenue from a growing share of their-produce. Thit 
they would also meet national.- oofl-sufficiency and thereby curl)-, the • drain of foreign 
exchange.earnings spent on. importing the same products. That industries would be 
provided with readily available local":rnw materials. •But'is this being realistic?

Eirslty, what we ~are witnessing today is a new phase of primitive accumulation 
of capital representing further destruction of pre-capitalist forms of production 
■and divorcing of -a growing section of rural society from their traditional means 
'of production. This is being carried out at a grand scale. In the cases cited 
above, large numbers'of members of ■ rur d  society are affected. ' In' the Huembeshi 
land row, for instance, we are.told'that the .expropriation will affect a total 
population of more than 10,000 -people. Initial estimates for the number of peasant, 
farmers affected-by the Gweinbe Valley, Development Oonpuny was put n.t 509, But ne-4 
reports indicate that "a 'copulation of well over 2000 people, with herd s of Tout tie 
and goats will-be affected. •- In Southern Province, the '-situstion-has become so 
critical that, 10 MPs representing the area lodged a. joint protest to the government 
early this.year: 1

: -In.a statement released in uusaka MPs said they haul noticed "with dismay"
that large and vast pieces hud been 'allocated to private- ■ comp-inies, .both
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Local "n;l foreign, at the revenue of pgas-mtu on the pretext that thd
firms had resources develop thn land. 30

In a situation in which the development of agriculture is not being- 
'coordinated-with, industrial development, it. riertns the dispossessed rural copulation, 
just drift to, the urban centre;? "here they swell the. already bursting r.-uiks .of the 
unemployed- One observer has already, pointed out this phenomenon in -countries 

■J%re crimitive accumulation of c-a ut-.il has reached ,-m adv.-meed stage:
A ■ ' . - ,

In the Targe cities of- the underdeveloped world, like Calcutta, Nairobi, 
..Lima and Mexico’ city, 'the slma quarters and-shanty .towns are Crowded with 
mil-ions of displaced pe.-13an.ts. who remain untrained, undernourished’ n n d ^  
generally unfit for industrial work- even if - it ‘were to become availabe.-"1

This sad prospect .is already haunting the large urban towns’" of 'Gambia, In 
a speech launchlngihis year'-s Youth week activities, the’fro si dent announced that 
the country's unemployment figure had reached the- two million nark.

The social forces representing the interests of large-scale capital ventures 
in agriculture have loudly proclaimed the sup used benefits of their projects to the 
affected communities. One of the widely extolled "benefits" is employment creation. 
But the truth of. the matter is that most of these projects are. capital ‘intensive 
employing-few. labourers, large numbers of .whom.are only seasonally ‘employed*

- - Capit.i intensity also presents problems of its own. Host of the inputs 
required for'these ventures .have to be imported from foreign sources. This involves 
a further drain o n ' the - already de;u(i~ed foroi.pi' currency reserves which nations are 
trying to save. -It also defeats the purpose, of employment creation as observed byg 
someoneJ- ■ . - . - V' ■

. The most fatal aspect of the operations of the Transnational Corporations is 
the transfer of-a large; part' Of uhe employment potential in Third World - 
agriculture to the industries .of- the developed' countries which produce 
-fertilizers* chemicals, 'tractors and other goods needed for agricultural 
production.,32 - .. . .

A more or.less similar conclusion"has been reached by a Yanbiari-Economist ' 
studying the impact'of recent government economic policies: ’ -

The .tjise of combine, harvesters, tractors, highly complex. irrigation-systems' 
etc. all make this type.of agriculture Very costly, especialT; with "a'devalued
kwacha.33 . ■ ... '. . ' .

To sustain'such a strategy,’ foreign borrowings will' have to continue, wish'the 
attendant hardships on people which it entails. , - -1 .

[ conclusion :

\ This-’paper has 'argued th-’t primitive accumulation of. capital formed .the, historic
iV\tions. In' the era o. \
Li/ th.e periwho;r~:r of world
.sis of the
n a bid to ■ 'IV-art f-v;ine,-
! - j o:~" :'o ‘e:i-gn- exchange,
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'local and forei,;n, .at tho 
firms had resources no ■ do’

exuense o; 
clop the land

nous, in-cs 50 on tho Pretext that tho

In a situation in which ;he development of agriculture is not being- 
coordinated .with industrial develonnont, it means the dispossessed rural copulation, 
just drift to the urban centres "here they swell the already bursting r.-oiks .of the 
unemployed. One observer has already, pointed out this phenomenon in countries

-ŵ re primitiveA iccumulation on >ital has reached ,-m advanced stages

In the large cities of the underdeveloped world, like Calcutta, Nairobi,
, Lima and Kexico city, the slim quartern and-shanty.towns are crowded with 

millions of displaced peasants.who remain untrained, undernourished n n d ^  
generally unfit for industrial work- even if it were to become avuilabe.-"1

This sad prospect is already haunting the large urban towns of Zambia. In . 
a speech launching pfchis year’ s Youth week .activities, the President announced th;it 
the country's unemployment figure had'reached the two million n«irk.

The social forces representing the interests of large-scale capital ventures 
in agriculture have loudly proclaimed the sup<osod benefits of their projects to the 

• .affected communities. One of the widely extolled "benefits" is employment creation. 
But the truth of the matter is that- most of these projects ire. capital intensive 
'employing-.few.- labourers, large numbers of .whom are O n l y  seasonally employed*

Capit.I intensity also presents problems of its own. Host of the inputs 
required for these ventures have.to be imported from foreign sources'. This involves 
a further drain on the already designed foreign'currency reserves which nations are 
trying to save. It also defeats the purpose of -'employment creation, as observed by; 
someone:

.The most fatal aspect of the operations of the' Transnational Corporations'is 
the transfer of. a large, part' of uhe employment potential in Third World - 
agriculture to the industries .of the developed countries which produce 
-fertilizers* chemicals, 'tractors and other goods needed for agricultural 
production. 32 . • ,

A more or less similar conclusion has been reached by a Zambian Economist 
studying the impact'of recent government economic oolioies: -

The lj.se of combine harvesters, tractors, highly complex irrigation systems 
etc. all make this type of agriculture very costly, - especially -with'a’devalued 
kwacha.33 '

To sustain such a strategy,' foreign borrowings ’.Till' have to continu.e with the 
attendant hardships on people which it entails. - f

. CONCLUSION '. . . ' ' .

• This paper has 'argued t h ’t primitive accumulation of. capital formed-the. historic
tbasis for th’e development: of ’capitalism in the now advanced nations'. In the era o -' 
capitalist imperialism, the same process is to be observed. at- -.the periuhery of world 

'.capitalism. .In the particular conditions of she outwent crisis of the intevintidruu. • 
j capitalist system,- the 'process, has acquired new momentum*'. In a .bid to. avert f->r.ine,- 
decendency os imported raw materials, and generate new sources or' :'o ‘eign exch-nge,

t: ' ' - ‘ ■ ' ■
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governments have come to focus on agriculture, a sector which nas long boon 
neglected in. a nu:ab ».r o X '? : . i i>-

Focu.: on agriculture hue been translated in terns • of stimulating the 
productivity of the' lnrge.3t' sections of rural, society, the oeasant -producers. .’’Jut 

trie, pace at which peasants n”e being transformed into rural capitalists leaves nuch' 
to be desired. In recent tines there is a noticeabel new trend which'bath on large- 
scale capital. This spells a loss of faith in the ability of peasant3 producers to 
effect rapid agricultural tr- msforxiation in accordance with desired government goals. 

There is a growing belief that only large-scale capital will speed up the process of 
capital accumulation in agriculture. As a- result., in instances of the clash of interest 
between large-scale capital and peasants producers, governments are ruling on behalf of! 
the former. The sad part of i t •all, is th t most of these large-scale capital ventures) 
are foreign-ownei- or controlled. It seems imperialism is continuing with its sway, 
inspite of political independence.

Such a strategy of development, has serious problems of its own as revealed by the] 
Zambian case study. Dispossesion of rurali producers under conditions of peripheral 
Capitalism is only contributing to unemployment and the expansion of urban slums. These! 
are tinder-boxes of urban discontent. In these circumstances, its the THCs which benefit 
as they are able to transfer profits abro id and spend substantial amounts importing . 
expensive capital intensive technologies from their associated companies in the metropolij 
centres, Much more can be said about the deleterious effects of thin strategy.
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